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The Midland Valley Railroad in Arkansas

Midland Valley Ten-Wheeler 51 ca. 1915 in Fort Smith, Arkansas. – J.H.Westbay photo, Louis Marre Collection
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ARKANSAS RAILROADS – THEN AND NOW
A series of articles on Arkansas railroads both past and present.

THE MIDLAND VALLEY RAILROAD IN ARKANSAS
By John Dill

Any list of the Missouri Pacific Railroad’s predecessor
companies includes the “Muskogee Roads,” a system
of small railroads that operated primarily in Oklahoma
out of the city of the same name. The Muskogee Company was acquired, in the mid 1960’s, for its important
Kansas, Oklahoma & Gulf Railway segment. Another
“Muskogee” railroad, the Midland Valley, was of
much less value to the Missouri Pacific and was dismantled within a few years. The history of the Midland Valley Railroad, and the role that its tiny western
Arkansas section played, is not well known.

not the principle source of Arkansas revenue. If you
had asked the question 100 years earlier, Hartford, Arkansas might have been the answer you received.
Hartford is where the initial construction began.
Measuring from Hartford also gave the maximum possible length for the railroad and, for this reason; the
early Midland Valley often listed Hartford as the start
of its “main line.” Still, most company records recognized Hartford only as a small station at milepost
A14.7, initially 5.6 miles northwest of the end of
Branch A, the “Hartford Branch.”

Ask some knowledgeable railfans where the eastern
(Arkansas) end of the MV began. The most common
answer given will probably be Fort Smith, Arkansas.
It is true that Fort Smith was part of the Midland Valley throughout most of its 60 plus year history, but the
railroad did not actually begin at Fort Smith and it was

For purposes of this article, the eastern end of the Midland Valley began at milepost 0.00 in front of the station at the tiny Arkansas community of Excelsior.
Why the railroad chose Excelsior is open to speculation, but we do know that much early consideration
was given to expanding to the south or east, by length-

The western end of the Midland Valley station building at Excelsior, from an August 1905 Fort Smith newspaper
article. Note the two spout water tank. The MV also had a 50,000 gallon, cypress water tank with a coal powered steam pump near the trestle at West Creek, milepost A17.9, south of Hartford. - John Dill collection
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ening either the Hartford or the Greenwood Branch.
Perhaps the builders didn’t know where the railroad
was ultimately going and thought Excelsior might end
up in the middle of the system. Maybe they just arbitrarily picked a starting point? In any event, Excelsior
is the location of the original shops and offices at the
point where the two branches (B - Greenwood and A Hartford) left the main line and, anyway, everyone
knows that a railroad begins at milepost zero… right?

the Indian Territory coal. His efforts finally resulted
in the creation of the Choctaw Coal & Railway Company. The “Choctaw” went through years of financial
turmoil. The company nearly floundered several
times and on January 8, 1891, fell into receivership. A
Philadelphian named Francis I. Gowen was appointed
receiver and acted in this capacity until September 8,
1894 when the railroad was reorganized as the Choctaw, Oklahoma, and Gulf (with Gowen as president).

Undated and uncredited view of the Excelsior tank and depot. - South Sebastian Historical Society

The Midland Valley’s history starts with the first railroad in Oklahoma. The story of how James
McAlester managed to persuade the Missouri Kansas
& Texas, to route its line through what is now
McAlester, Oklahoma in the early 1870’s is fairly well
known. ”Katy” took this route to gain access to the
coal that was abundant in the area. In 1885, a party of
wealthy northerners took advantage of access to
McAlester for a turkey hunt. A man in the group
named Edwin Chadwick became interested in the local
coal outcrops. Upon his return to Pennsylvania, Chadwick spent several years trying to drum up interest in
Page 3 - THE ARKANSAS SCRAMBLER

Over the next few years, it was greatly enlarged, including an unusual eastern expansion that took it back
to Memphis, Tennessee.
The Chicago, Rock Island, and Pacific gained stock
control over the Choctaw Oklahoma & Gulf on May
6, 1902 in a friendly takeover. Some have speculated
about why the Rock Island paid a premium price to
get control of this railroad. Although there may have
been several factors involved, one is obvious. The
Choctaw had access to virtually unlimited amounts of
high quality locomotive coal that the Rock Island badOctober 2017

An early Midland Valley passenger train pauses, southbound, at Hartford. The Hartford depot’s cistern could
easily be mistaken for a well. It was quite advanced, for the times, utilizing a charcoal filter. Unfortunately, the
depot was located well north of downtown and a train ride to Fort Smith from here took “forever and a day.” Uncredited and undated early photograph from South Sebastian Historical Society

ly needed to sustain an intended western expansion.
The CO&G was profitable at the time it was acquired,
although it produced more revenue from its Indian
Territory and western Arkansas coal mines than from
its railroad operations.
The Choctaw’s former owners found themselves with
plenty of available cash and in some cases, a desire to
reinvest it in what was obviously a very profitable coal
and railroad business. This resulted in the creation of
the new Midland Valley Railroad. There was a major
carryover of officers and other employees from the
CO&G to the Midland Valley. Charles Edward Ingersoll, a former Choctaw director and a law partner of
Francis Gowen, became president of the new railroad.
Former Choctaw general manager Henry Wood and
traffic manager J. F. Holden became vice presidents
and so on down the list. One appointment of special
importance was former chief engineer F. A. Molitor
who became the Midland Valley’s general manager
while also acting as chief engineer. Perhaps more
than any other single individual, Molitor was responsible for creating the Midland Valley as virtually a second (but smaller) Choctaw.
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Another company was organized to build the new railroad and acquire neighboring coal lands to provide its
main source of revenue. This was the Cherokee Construction Company, owned by Ingersoll, Gowen, and
William H. Jenks. One of the new railroad’s directors,
Gowen’s reputed nephew Franklin Bache, also held a
position with the Cherokee company as the head of the
coal department. In some of his correspondence
Bache, who held an engineering degree, took personal
credit for altering the somewhat torturous route originally planned in Sebastian County, Arkansas. As first
envisioned, Midland Valley was a small line, operating initially almost exclusively within Arkansas. It
soon became apparent that it was going to be difficult
to do business with the other local railroads and plans
for expansion were developed. The MV was going to
have to depend on origin to destination coal traffic to
survive. The first known, published Midland Valley
route survey (page 5) appeared in the Fort Smith Elevator on June 12, 1903. This plan called for 93 miles
of main and branch line track in Arkansas.

October 2017

Beginning at Fort Smith, running parallel to the Arkansas Central Railroad to Vache Grass Creek and
then running to a point a few miles west of Auburn,
P.O., where it turns in a southwesterly direction to
Greenwood. It then swings in a gentle curve to and
beyond Greenwood, crossing the Mansfield Branch of
the Frisco below Diffy P.O. and proceeds to Hartford
(53 miles in all).

to the State boundary, crossing it in Section 17, T5N
R32W (5 miles)
The plans called for the extension of the line from the
western border of the State to Cameron, I.T., crossing
James Fork and the Poteau River, and then passing
near Bokoshe on to Cache.

The origin of the name “Midland Valley” is unknown.
Through the years, several reasonable guesses have
A branch line running from Hartford, easterly through been made, but all are speculation and none have held
Sebastian and Scott Counties to Boles, P.O. in Scott
up well to close inspection. It seems unlikely that the
County (30 miles).
railroad was named for Midland Peak on Sugarloaf
A “cut off” branch from Montreal on the main line
Mountain, the neighboring town of Midland, Arkansouthwest to the Boles Branch near Ipavo on Cherosas, or even the Midland Valley of Oklahoma because
kee Creek (5 miles).
these all apparently received their names after conA “cut off” branch from near Montreal west and north struction of the railroad had begun. For example, the

The Midland Valley has been highlighted yellow on this 1936 map of Sebastian County, AR. The dotted line at the
bottom indicates track, on the Hartford Branch, which had already been removed. The eastern end of the Greenwood Branch (off map, top right) has also been pulled up and that area is being strip mined. The only remaining,
underground coal mine in Arkansas is now located at the end of the Hartford Branch, almost where the track ends
on this map (the old right-of-way embankment runs right up to the mine). - A HD 1936
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A Midland Valley derailment has piled up a half-dozen, or more, wooden coal cars at the extreme eastern end of
the Greenwood Branch, probably in 1910. Early equipment, locomotives and coal and boxcars, was painted distinctively. The MIDLAND VALLEY lettering was 18 inches tall and 6 inches wide, usually above eight inch tall
lettering which read ARKANSAS SMOKELESS COAL. On later coal cars the MIDLAND VALLEY was shortened and the ARKANSAS SMOKELESS COAL slogan was printed in large letters near the end of the car.
- Post Card, Author’s Collection

town of Midland, Arkansas, a creation of the BacheDenman Coal Company, was laid out and named
(undoubtedly for the railroad) in 1904. One guess,
although not one that is frequently made, is that the
railroad was named in honor of the famous coal producing region of the same name in Scotland.

sas. At Maney Junction (Rock Island, Oklahoma), 8.9
miles west of Excelsior, trains could divert to Frisco
Central Division track for a 16.3 mile run north to the
Frisco station in Fort Smith, but this was actually almost something of an afterthought. One of the grading contractors was Manny Brothers of Chattanooga,
Tennessee, for whom the previously cited Maney
As built, the Midland Valley began at Excelsior, Arkansas and ran in three directions like spokes from the Junction was probably named. G.W. Donaghey was
contractor for wooden structures such as depots, stock
hub of a wheel. Branch A ran south from Excelsior,
pens and bridges. As completed, Arkansas main track
passed near Montreal and Hartford, and ultimately
totaled a little over 33 miles.
ended at what became Hoye Mine (20.3 miles).
Branch B ran east through the southern county seat at Contracts for grading were awarded on June 11. ConGreenwood and ended at what became Fidelity Mine struction began at Hartford where rails and other sup(6.1 miles). Franklin Bache made the point that the
plies arrived via the Rock Island. The track first arced
route was laid out in this manner to insure that the Ar- around through Excelsior, to Greenwood. This bekansas and eastern Oklahoma segments lay almost en- came the “branches.” Reputedly, the Missouri Pacific
tirely along coal outcrops. This fortunate decision en- System (Iron Mountain) had refused to deliver rails
sured the availability of coal traffic for many decades. and other supplies to Greenwood for the new railroad.
The main line ran west to Bokoshe, Indian Territory. Charles Ingersoll elaborated on construction during a
The first 7 miles (approximate) of this lay in Arkanvisit to Fort Smith on September 24th, 1903,
Page 6 - THE ARKANSAS SCRAMBLER
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“Wednesday I will go over the line from Hartford to
Greenwood. Tracklaying was begun today, and with
any ordinary luck we will have that much of the road
by the first of November. All the grading and bridges
are practically out of the way, so there is nothing now
but a shortage of ties to delay the work. The rails are
all strung along the line. We have no tracklaying machine and the track is being put down by hand. The
shortage of ties is what is bothering us the most. It is
a hard matter to get the other companies to ship in ties
from off their territory. Business is good, and they
have few cars lying idle, and they do not want these to
be used in hauling ties to a rival concern. Ties are becoming scarce all over the country, and each railroad
wishes to protect their supply.” By mid-October
1903, the completed track reached from Hartford to
the Frisco Railroad community of Montreal. At this
point a fuss with the Frisco over right-of-way and construction of a bridge over James Fork Creek, the only
Arkansas steel bridge, somewhat delayed the construction. (Nov. 14, 1903, Arkansas Gazette: “When the

Midland Valley tracklayers reached the Frisco track at
Montreal last week they found an armed force to interfere with their operations. This led to a delay, but an
agreement was finally reached by which the former
road proceeded with its work.”) Entry into Greenwood was also delayed pending the arrival of a crossing to be installed in the still incomplete Fort Smith to
Gurdon branch of the Iron Mountain (that’s material
for another article). The track finally reached Greenwood November 25, 1903.
Passenger service on the Midland Valley was originally set to begin on January 1, 1904, but that date was
pushed back. Perhaps a hint of the reason can be
found in the January 20th Fort Smith Times which
stated “The Midland Valley Company has ordered
three locomotives and as soon as they arrive it is likely
that train service will be inaugurated between Hartford
and Greenwood and according to rumor, to this city
over the Missouri Pacific.” Circular No. 2 was supposed to become effective February 1, 1904. Passenger service (No.21) was announced from Bokoshe,

Greenwood Coal and Lumber Mine No.1, at the northeastern corner of Greenwood, sometime between 1904 and
1909 (when the mine buildings burned – and were not rebuilt). Two Midland Valley coal cars can be seen in the
shadow under the tipple. - South Sebastian County Historical Society photo
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Midland Valley Railroad map of the Greenwood, Arkansas area, 1908. The railroad which runs down from the
upper left corner is the Iron Mountain. This branch was constructed to Greenwood in 1888 and stalled there although plans to extend it on south were announced on many different occasions. Since the Iron Mountain easement extended further south than the completed track, and plans to extend the branch were still being entertained, the Midland Valley was forced to cross the Iron Mountain at grade.
The coal immediately west of Greenwood was poor and there were never any large Midland Valley mines in that
area which remained Missouri Pacific territory. The same cannot be said for the coal bed east of town. Five coal
mines (Y symbol on map) are identified on the map. The last two of them, Greenwood No.2 and Fidelity were
large mines that operated for many years. The Fidelity Mine was on land controlled by the Midland Valley at this
date (though the Cherokee Construction Company) which received coal royalties and freight charges from almost
each ton mined.
If the original survey had been followed, the Greenwood Branch would not have ended at Fidelity but would have
continued along the coal outcrop to a point west of Auburn before turning back west to Fort Smith. In hindsight
the decision not to enter Fort Smith this way was probably the correct one. - John Dill Collection

Indian Territory, 6:30am, through Excelsior to Greenwood, 9:55am, and then back through Excelsior,
reaching Hartford at 12:20 pm and ending at Harp (a
small mine 5.3 miles south of Hartford near the end of
the Hartford Branch). The return trip (No.20) would
reach Bokoshe at 6:50 pm. Despite the timetable, one
source says the first regular passenger train to Greenwood over the Midland Valley did not actually arrive
until 9:40 am on February 25. In August, it was announced that, “South bound to the coal fields of Sebastian County, the trains will leave Fort Smith at 7:45
am and 5 pm and returning will arrive at 1:15 pm and
9:50 pm.” The schedule certainly was not “fixed in
stone”. On May 6, 1906 the published passenger
schedule showed only one train which operated as
No.5 from Greenwood and Hartford arriving at Fort
Page 8 - THE ARKANSAS SCRAMBLER

Smith 10:25 a.m. and No.6 departing at 2:45 p.m. for
the return trip. The 1909 schedule ran trains a little
over 30 minutes later and now included Sunday only
passenger trains (No.10 and No.9) which started yet
another hour later than the week day trains. In its first
decade, Midland Valley passenger operations at Fort
Smith used the new Frisco passenger station. Later
the Fort Smith KCS-FRISCO Union Station and the
KCS freight depot were utilized. The Midland Valley
did not obtain its final, permanent Fort Smith passenger station until November of 1920 when it finished
rebuilding its freight station at 4th and Parker into a
combined freight and passenger station.
A newspaper account on February 15, 1904 noted that
(Continued on page 10)
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Greenwood Coal and Lumber Company’s No.2 mine, most likely in the 1905 to 1909 time frame. With an estimated 6,600 acres of coal near Greenwood, this was one of two key areas feeding coal into the Midland Valley before the depression. Coal shipments were always seasonal, and the volume shipped varied from day to day and
year to year. Company records show that over a one-week period in September of 1912, one hundred and forty
(40 ton) cars of coal were shipped from the Fidelity mine and another eighty-two cars from this mine. 1912 was a
busy year, due to a coal strike, but this volume of shipments was not really that unusual during an Autumn coal
season. Since Midland Valley coal trains from this period were small, often no more than ten to fifteen cars,
crews worked long hours during the coal season. The coal basin here at Greenwood was almost flat but the mine
tracks from Prairie Creek south to Hartford were steep and very dangerous.
Available records do not indicate how far the eighty-two cars from this mine traveled over the Midland Valley. In
1909 and 1910 a substantial number of cars were transferred to the Iron Mountain at Greenwood. Complaints
about switching charges at the Iron Mountain and Midland Valley crossing made the news repeatedly. Instead of
the established switch rate of $2 per car, some exchanges of loaded coal cars here were costing $5 to $6 per car.
At the request of Robert McFarlane, one of the mine owners, an Arkansas state law was passed requiring any
railroad switching coal cars less than two and a half miles to charge not over $3.00 per car. At the time it was
admitted that the situation at Greenwood was the only one in the State where the law would apply. The Midland
Valley refused to abide by the law and the Arkansas Railroad Commission got involved. The situation was not
resolved until 1911 and it is not known what the final outcome was. - John Dill Collection
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track caved-in preventing the passenger train from
reaching Hartford and forcing passengers to walk
the only way to get merchandise shipments, including down the tracks over two miles in the dark.
through car service, from Fort Smith onto the Midland Arkansas coal was initially the Midland Valley’s prinValley was over the Kansas City Southern via Panaciple source of revenue. There were a few mines in
ma, IT. Fort Smith newspapers at the time were usu- eastern Oklahoma but production there was fairly inally critical of the fact that the Choctaw had bypassed significant. In 1906 the MV did not make the “top
the city and now the Midland Valley appeared to be
ten” on a list of railroads shipping coal mined in Okladoing the same. Direct access to Fort Smith finally
homa. It was a different situation with coal mined in
became possible when the trackage agreement with
Arkansas and then shipped across Oklahoma. Even
the Frisco was signed on July 23, 1904. The Midland after the riots of 1914, which caused a substantial reValley correctly maintained at the time that it would
duction in coal revenue, the MV ranked 3rd in coal
gain no additional business by building and maintain- shipments from Arkansas in 1916 (179,918 tons, most
ing a track into Fort Smith, but could always use its
of which went into Oklahoma). Prior to this, Oklahooriginal survey to build one if that became necessary. ma oil revenue had rapidly become a major factor and
Fort Smith terminal operations also required the MV
coal, although still very important, had taken second
to obtain a section of national cemetery land from the place to oil on the Midland Valley.
Federal government, the transfer of which took place
in October. The first reported accident on the Midland Despite lots of derailments, no major MV accident in
Arkansas has been located. There were, however,
Valley occurred Monday, August 8, 1904 when the
engine tender on No.8 jumped the track leaving Prai- some serious accidents on the Frisco track to Fort
rie Creek station “while the train was running at high Smith. In the “early days,” the section from Jenson,
through the Backbone tunnel, to Bonanza was very
speed.” The damage was minimal and the train was
dangerous because of restricted visibility and a high
only a few minutes late arriving in Fort Smith.
volume of traffic from four different railroads. The
Testimony in a 1909 fatal injury lawsuit shed some
worst accident involving the Midland Valley was a
light on coal operations at the time. Under normal
head-on between the Frisco’s Mansfield Branch
conditions there were two freight “runs” which origi- “Slicker” (No.144) and a Midland Valley freight (No.
nated at Excelsior. They were known to the crews as 795) from Muskogee that occurred 2 poles “west” of
the Hartford Local Run and the Greenwood Coal Run. the tunnel on August 19, 1913. One person died and
Apparently, the timetable was often annulled and the there were at least 25 “major” injuries including a pastrains ran as extras. An employee on the Hartford Lo- senger who was left paralyzed.
cal testified that the crew ran sometimes to Hartford
first and sometimes to Maney Junction. Occasionally One of the most interesting incidents to occur in Arkansas happened in August of 1917 when a strong
they would run as far west as Panama. As would be
the case until the end, these freight trains carried pas- storm blew a Midland Valley passenger coach from a
siding at Excelsior to Greenwood, a distance of about
sengers in their caboose. In addition, there was one
scheduled passenger train a day. Also in 1909, com- four miles, with a switching crew in hot pursuit all the
plaints about coal switching charges at the Iron Moun- way.
(Continued from page 8)

tain and Midland Valley crossing at Greenwood made
the news. These stories were instigated by the Greenwood Coal & Lumber Company, which operated
Greenwood mines on the MV but desired to ship coal
via the Iron Mountain. Instead of a switch rate of $2
per car, some exchanges of loaded coal cars here were
costing $5 to $6 per car. On April Fools day, 1912, a
section of the Dallas mine under the MV’s Hartford

As the last of the eight (or more, depending on how
you count them) original railroads to operate in Sebastian County (the third to originate there); and because
of its somewhat meandering route along the coal outcrops, the Midland Valley started out in 2nd place (or
worse) when it came to passenger and freight business
in every town and community that it served in Arkan(Continued on page 12)
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An early (1906) land plat shows the original track arrangements at Excelsior, Arkansas. The town boomed for a
few years and then collapsed when the main shops were moved to Muskogee. - Author’s Collection
Page 11 - THE ARKANSAS SCRAMBLER
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ing any coal to the system. The decision to retain it
was made in part because of the Missouri Pacific consas. In Fort Smith, the earlier railroads had staked out nection it provided the railroad. The decision was a
most of the industrial areas in the city and the Midland wise one because major strip mining near Greenwood
Valley was only able to access a small block of land
revived in the mid 1930’s.
between The Frisco and Kansas City Southern tracks. The Greenwood depot remains something of a mysThis greatly handicapped the amount of freight reve- tery. Its dimensions do not match well with other earnue Fort Smith could generate. About the only susly Midland Valley depots. No photo or plan has been
tained freight business was a few cars of flour a week located, and about all that is known at this time is that
shipped to a couple of Fort Smith baking houses. The in its early years it was a source of multiple comsituation with coal mines in the county was not nearly plaints to the Arkansas Railroad Commission. Plans
as bad, but many of the major coal areas of Sebastian for a larger depot were approved in 1913 but it is unCounty had previously been staked out by earlier rail- known if they were ever implemented.
roads whose associated coal companies often controlled huge blocks of land. There was a lot of coal in The Greenwood depot was razed in October of 1931
Sebastian County at the time and even though much of and the Midland depot was torn down at roughly the
the land served by the Midland Valley was “leftovers” same time. The fate of the Hartford depot is unthere was still a lot of potential business opportunity. known.
(Continued from page 10)

It is possible to identify over 40 coal mines that operated at various times from the Oklahoma line to the
end of the Greenwood Branch. Mines on the Hartford
Branch were more widely separated but it is likely that
there were at least 20 more at various times along that
part of the railroad. Most of the early coal business
came from Prairie Creek and points south on the Hartford Branch and from the Greenwood area. In August
of 1911 alone, the three largest Greenwood mines produced 23,750 tons of coal, almost all of which shipped
on the Midland Valley. After the Second World War,
the coal business came from newer mines in the Excelsior/Hackett area of the main line. A small, well
run, railroad like the Midland Valley did not allow
unused track to sit for extended periods so mine sidings and spurs were in a seemingly constant state of
flux. There was only one major alteration to the main
track, but sidings came and went on a regular basis.

In 1936 a section of the Greenwood Branch was relocated to bypass Excelsior to the north. This decision
permitted more aggressive long wall mining in that
area (major subsidence above them as the roof collapses) and resulted in new mines in the Excelsior area. Branch B now began at milepost 0.3, 1584 feet
west of milepost 0. A few years later, the Greenwood
leg of the original wye became a mine track. Operation of the “coal run” had for many years consisted of
a single crew who operated between Greenwood and
Panama during the winter months. Some loaded cars
were transferred to the Missouri Pacific at Greenwood, and a few went to Fort Smith, but the majority
of them were moved to Panama for movement to the
north and west. At this time, and for many years prior
to this, Excelsior was the sole billing station for all
shipments of coal from Arkansas.

The southern end of the Hartford Branch was always a
disappointment to the Midland Valley’s owners. It
In 1923 the Muskogee Company, organized by the
was often claimed that the railroad never made a profit
Midland Valley’s principle owners, the Ingersoll’s,
took over most of the Midland Valley’s stock and then south of Hartford. The end of that branch was continually nibbled away as opportunities presented themmade a couple of major acquisitions which included
the Kansas, Oklahoma & Gulf Railway and the Okla- selves. In late 1943 the remaining 16.7 miles of
homa City-Ada-Atoka Railway. These railroads con- Branch A, the Hartford Branch, (from the CRI&P connection north) were abandoned and pulled up (ICC
tinued their separate operations but shared facilities
Finance Docket 14345). Strip mining at Greenwood
and equipment.
ended around the same time and interchange traffic
In 1930 proposals to abandon the Greenwood branch
(Continued on page 14)
were entertained because it was currently not supplyPage 12 - THE ARKANSAS SCRAMBLER
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This map of Excelsior station is dated June 30, 1919. Although a few tracks have been removed, very little has
changed here in over a decade. Even though the main shops have long since been relocated to Muskogee, coal
traffic was still a very important part of the MV and the facilities at Excelsior were still utilized as a yard and
minor repair facility.
Mile post 0.0 was located at the junction of the “main line” and Branch B just west of the depot in the upper left
corner of the map. Branch A to Hartford exits at the bottom of the map. At this time the town of Excelsior was
primarily located west of the yard, off the map to the left. Not shown is the large pond which was located near
the center of the wye. - From MVRR ICC valuation map V-1A-A/S6 National Archives, College Park, MD
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by several years. Prairie Creek Mining Company operated two mines near Huntington on the Frisco’s
with the Missouri Pacific began to fall rapidly, reach- Mansfield Branch and two additional mines northeast
ing a low of zero in 1955. Bridge traffic 1953-57 =
of Hartford, which were connected to the Choctaw
106, 15, 0, 1, 14 cars. Branch B, now just Excelsior to Railroad by a spur track. The two Hartford Mines,
the former MoPac connection at Greenwood (which
No.3 and No.4, were opened early in 1900. Newspahad been removed in 1958), was abandoned 2-18-65. per articles at the time stated that they would be
(3.34 miles, ICC Finance Docket 23518).
served via a short-line railroad that would run from
Beard’s farm on the Choctaw to the Frisco at Red
The Midland Valley’s parent company was acquired
by the Missouri Pacific System in 1964 and the Mid- Rock (Burma). The short railroad, which seems to
have followed a route originally proposed for part of
land Valley Railroad operated as sub-division of the
Missouri Pacific for a time after this. Trackage rights the Little Rock and Texas (Frisco Mansfield Branch)
in 1887, was, apparently never built. On October 26,
into Fort Smith were abandoned on 3-31-65 (15.52
1904, The Midland Valley and its subsidiary Amerimiles, ICC Finance Docket 23318). In 1967 the Midland Valley officially became part of the Texas & Pa- can Smokeless Coal Company formally purchased the
Choctaw rail spur, along with the 100’ wide right-ofcific. The next year, in 1968, the track from Panama,
way extending from 1 mile east of Hartford to Prairie
Oklahoma to Excelsior (20.9 miles) was officially
abandoned and removed, ending the Midland Valley’s Creek shaft 4 and then another 2 ½ miles on north to
the St Louis & San Francisco railroad west of Hunexistence in Arkansas.
tington. (the right-of-way of the proposed short-line
MINES: It could be argued that one coal mine looks railroad).
just about like any other, so mine photographs have
been limited. On the other hand, there’s little point in In the fall of 1906 Franklin Bache decided he wanted
attempting to discuss the Midland Valley in Arkansas to lease the Prairie Creek No.3 and No.4 mines.
Knowing that Cherokee Construction would not lease
without referring to coal mines and this next mine
(more accurately two mines at the same location but at them to him, Bache arranged for some third parties to
different times) has an interesting history, so it will be set up a dummy company and obtain a lease, which he
would then operate. In 1914 Prairie Creek No.4 bediscussed in some detail.
came the focal point of the Bache-Denman riots and
The names Charles Ingersoll and Franklin Bache have the mine was the first one destroyed when violence
been used many times in this article in connection
erupted. Following this, the Midland Valley’s owners
with the Midland Valley Railroad. Both were wealthy were finally successful in getting Bache’s leases canPhiladelphians who held positions of importance with celed and in late 1916 the mine was leased to Central
the early railroad. In 1906 there was a major “falling Coal & Coke Company. At that time this mine was
out” between these two men which resulted in Bache burned (above ground) and filled with water. It took
and a few of his associates leaving the railroad to con- Central around $75,000 to rebuild the mine and it didcentrate on operating their existing coal mining com- n’t reopen until 1917. The loss of coal business creatpanies. Details have not been located, but the problem ed by several large burned mines put a substantial dent
centered, at least in part, around the acquisition of
in the Midland Valley’s coal shipments from Arkansas
Prairie Creek and neighboring mines when the railfor many years. It would be a long time before any
road was first built. After 1906 Bache
major mining took place at the other mines, in part
was actively antagonistic toward the Midland Valley, because the Midland Valley had removed almost all
its tracks to them in 1916.
even though he depended almost totally on them to
operate several of his mines, and the years 1906 to
A second mine of note involving the Midland Valley
1916 are littered with lawsuits and counter-suits bein Sebastian County, Arkansas, was the last large, untween the two parties.
derground mine constructed along the Midland Val(Continued from page 12)

The Prairie Creek mines predated the Midland Valley
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ple since it was an extension and new entrance to an
“outside” track to load mine run coal from the end of
existing mine (Quality on the Midland Valley). Built the tipple.
in 1948 as an exclusively Frisco mine it was later connected to the Midland Valley with a switchback track
and served both until its demise a few years later. A
former miner told the author that he believed the MV
never loaded graded coal here but only used the

Excelsior yard as it existed in late 1943. The Hartford Branch track was being removed up to (and ultimately
beyond) the southern Excelsior yard limit at A1. Only a mile of Hartford Branch track (roughly A4 – A5) at the
MV – Frisco crossing north of Montreal will survive, as a Frisco coal mine spur (and later the site of a coal washer). The depot and section house at Excelsior both remain in 1943, the dpot, at least, still in daily use. Former
wye track beyond the depot (not shown on this sketch) became a mine spur for the Red Ash Mine (old Eastern).
This sketch map was created as a result of a labor complaint filed by Midland Valley trainmen involving the
spotting of cars on the northern end of the (now abandoned) Hartford Branch for utilization by the salvage company. - NRAB First Division, V68, Midland Valley – Excelsior, 1943
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This Greenwood Branch trestle is believed to be the 113’ long Midland Valley bridge B3.3 over Heartsill Creek at
Greenwood or the nearby 118’ B4.0. In either case, it’s 14 inch diameter, square cut, oak, four post construction
is typical of the first MV trestle bridges. - 1907 Post Card, Author’s Collection

Montreal, Arkansas, from the Midland Valley’s point of view (1919). NOTE that the map is oriented with north
to the right. The steel, skewed 35 degrees, through plate-girder bridge over James Fork on the Midland Valley is
the largest Arkansas bridge. By this date the Frisco depot (although shown here) had been removed at Montreal.
It served little purpose after the Frisco was forced to build a depot a couple of miles further down the line at Midland in 1910 (top - on this map orientation). A few years back the author was shown copies of some old letters
which chronicled adventures that occurred while working for Franklin Bache at Midland. It seems that his
brother-in-law and another fellow were forced, by train schedules, to walk from the Frisco depot at Montreal to
reach Midland after dark. They were lucky to survive a shooting encounter with an apparently intoxicated, very
unhappy man on the tracks. Perhaps that incident, and others like it, prompted the requests to move the Frisco
depot to the much more populous Midland. - From MVRR ICC valuation map for Arkansas mileposts A5 – A8, National Archives, College Park, MD
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This Frisco map of Montreal is undated but represents an earlier period than the Midland Valley map on the previous page. The siding on the Midland Valley, which appears on several early maps, was gone by 1919, the date
of the MV map. It may have been primarily a passing siding since most car exchanges with the Frisco took place
at Manny Junction. The Frisco connecting track was removed in 1922. The MV Hartford Branch was removed
in 1943. At some point, probably 1943, the connection with the Frisco was restored and a section of the Hartford
Branch (bottom of map and beyond) became a Frisco coal spur serving a mine near MV milepost A4. The tip of
this track was later severed by a small strip mine. In the 1970’s a large coal washing plant was built near the end
of the track, across the road from the original mine. This track arrangement lasted until the end of the Frisco
Mansfield Branch in the early 1980’s. In 2000 the “severed tip,” (below) the last remnant of the old Midland Valley Hartford Branch, was removed. As of 2016 a mine, the last surface, coal strip mine in Arkansas, was still in
operation at the original mine site.
The unfortunate location of a Frisco coal mine spur at the crossing (removed in Aug 1907) may hint at the cause
of the unhappiness the Frisco felt over the Midland Valley’s proposed right-of-way in 1903. Smokeless Coal
Company, operating on land leased from the Frisco Railroad, operated a number of small to medium sized coal
mines in this area for many years. The indicated right-of-way for three mines spurs on the Frisco here at Montreal (more would come later) is an example of the maze of mines and their associated railroad tracks that came
and went in the coal regions of Sebastian County, Arkansas over a period of about 125 years. - From FRISCO ICC
valuation map V-1ARK/3 National Archives, College Park, MD
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The last remaining piece of the old Midland Valley Hartford Branch mainline, exposed by a bulldozer in 2000. In
1943 a roughly mile long section of the Hartford Branch, including this track, was transferred to the Frisco as a
mine spur. When that spur track was removed in the 1980’s this remnant was left. The wreckage in the background is the now bulldozed remains of Frisco hopper 9150 which remained on the track until the end as a
bumper.- Dill Collection
It is October 15, 1979. Frisco 103 and 105 have just finished switching a plant located on the former MV
Hartford Branch north of Montreal and have rejoined the old Frisco Mansfield Branch (now Montreal
Lead). Midland Peak on Sugarloaf Mountain looms in the background. The foreground track rests on
right-of-way previously used by an earlier connecting track at the MV-Frisco crossing which had been located just to the right of this photo. - Andre Ming photo
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TOP - In 1936 the Midland Valley relocated a section of Branch B, at Excelsior, to accommodate new mines. Former right-of-way, including the Hartford Branch, was indicated by dashed lines on this 1946 map. BOTTOM This photograph shows the eastern end of the new bypass track rejoining, in the distance, the original Greenwood
Branch track east of Excelsior. - South Sebastian County Historical Society
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Coal mines in 1936. Five are still operating on the Hartford Branch. In a few more years only one mine near
“Jackson” would remain. Three mines are located on the new “industrial mine” track at Excelsior which would
soon become Branch B main track. At this date, sources agree that the MV tracks still extended past Greenwood

Although the Midland Valley was once a part of the Missouri Pacific Railroad, this situation only existed for a
few years in Arkansas. This map shows what remained between 1965 and 1968. Although parts of the KO&G
lived on, the Midland Valley was almost totally dismantled within a few years of being acquired by the Missouri
Pacific. - Arkansas Highway Department map of Sebastian County
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The Hartford, Arkansas area in ca. 1902, just prior to construction of the new Midland Valley Railroad. Prairie
Creek Mines No.3 and No.4 are located on a 2.55 mile long Choctaw Railroad coal spur in the upper right corner.
The mines and their associated spur will be purchased by the Midland Valley Interests in 1902 and 1903. The
MV agreed to pay for the spur with coal shipments over the CRI&P Railroad from Hartford. The lower portion
of the spur track was removed in early December, 1904, (much to the surprise of a Hartford (CRI&P) switch
crew who were planning to turn their engine on the wye) but much of the upper end and unused, northern rightof-way was incorporated into main line and spur tracks at what became Prairie Creek Station on the Midland
Valley Hartford Branch. The MV will soon pass a few feet north of the Bolen spur (west side of Hartford) on its
semi-loop around town to new mines to the south. In 1910 Franklin Bache arranged to have a Rock Island coal
spur built, in a westward curving direction, from the former wye location (which now became “Big Mammoth
Wye”) to his Mammoth Vein Mine so that he could ship coal without having to deal with the Midland Valley.
- 1903 Plat Book of Sebastian County
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Prairie Creek (mp A11), Hartford Branch. The abandoned ROW marked 1 NC-A is the location of the former
Prairie Creek No.3 Mine. Further north is the former location of Prairie Creek No.4 tracks. That mine has been
totally rebuilt and is now being operated as Central Coal and Coke No.11 with a completely different track layout (shown). Large coal mines, belonging to the Bache interests, lie along the MV track south to Hartford including the Mammoth Vein No.1, Hoffman, and Dallas mines. The Prairie Creek depot was removed ca.1915-1916
when the town lost over three quarters of its population. This is a section from the Midland Valley AR A9 to A12
map in the National Archives, College Park, MD.
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Prairie Creek Mine No.4 in a November 19, 1913 photograph. This mine was owned by a subsidiary of the Midland Valley, but leased by Franklin Bache. Everything above ground here was burned in rioting July 17, 1914
along with several neighboring coal mines, all controlled by the Bache interests. The mine would remain flooded
and abandoned until pumping began December 15, 1916 when it was leased by Central Coal & Coke Company.
It reopened as Central No.11. Note the “foreign” coal cars including Fort Smith and Western (right rear), Pennsylvania (right front) and Wabash. - Finley vs United Mine Worker

Hackett, AR, Sept. 1971 Midland Valley crossing looking east on the Frisco branch to Montreal. – Steve Laser
photo
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Central No.11 at the site of the Prairie Creek No.4 Mine. Everything above ground, including the track arrangements, was new. The mine closed permanently in 1920 after coal demand fell to almost nothing. - John Dill collection
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TOP - Quality 2, looking east, as it looked new in 1948. These tracks were laid to serve the Frisco. At some point
between 1955 and 1960 a switchback track was built down from the Midland Valley (out of photo to left) to approximately the point where the photograph was taken. BELOW - The Frisco track schematic, which apparently
dates from the early 1960’s, shows the dual track arrangement at the mine.
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A 1987 map, spliced from two USGS maps, shows all the now removed railroad tracks east of Hackett with the usual dashed
line. The location of the former Frisco/Midland Valley crossing at Hackett appears in the upper left. This was the first of
two crossings on the Frisco Mansfield Branch, the second occurring at Montreal with the old Midland Valley Hartford
Branch. The Frisco and Midland Valley tracks to the former Quality mine are both also labeled “OLD RR GRADE” and
can be seen in the lower right. The mine was located to the right of the location where the Frisco and Midland Valley spurs
met.- USGS Arkansas

Hartford station in 1918. It was unusual for a rural Midland Valley depot, in Arkansas, to have a separate
freight station, even if it was only a 34 foot box car “off trucks.” Hartford was Sebastian County’s second largest
town (to Fort Smith) at this time. Not shown on this map are the tool house, section house and a bunkhouse. The
section house was identical to that at Hackett, 16’ X 34’ with a 12’ X 14’ ell and a 7’ X 19’ porch. It even had a
“cave” (storm cellar of sorts). The bunk house was 16’ X 20’ and the tool house 10’ X 14’. Dimensions and various other information about the Arkansas “main line” (Oklahoma border to Hartford) were found in the Structural & Building Notes for 1-A Arkansas which is the only MV Valuation record (other than the maps) preserved
in the National Archives. - ICC MVRR 1A-AR S-2, National Archives
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Another Fort Smith map of the Midland Valley facilities at Fort Smith. This time the date is 1918. Note that the
two Garland Avenue tracks (the upper KCS owned track was used by the Frisco to access the Union Station) literally slices the Midland Valley yard in half. At this date the Midland Valley used the Union Station and KCS
freight station. The Midland Valley’s freight station, which was falling into disrepair, was rebuilt into a combined passenger/freight station in 1920. - ICC MVRR 1B AR S-1 National Archives
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Fort Smith, Midland Valley Railroad yard and shops at an early, undetermined date. Midland Valley tracks are solid lines. Tracks indicated by dashed lines belonged to other railroads, in this case the Frisco and the KCS. This map
is copied from a portion of a Missouri Pacific Railroad, ICC valuation map. It is likely that the Midland Valley information had not been kept up to date. One clue to its age is that it predates the KCS Union Station which the
Frisco reached via a KCS owned track down Garland Avenue (see map above). The lower area near the corner of
the National Cemetery is now the location of the Fort Smith Trolley Museum.
On February 18, 1913, a fire which originated at the Oklahoma Vinegar Company destroyed that building and then
spread rapidly, also destroying a portion of the Midland Valley yard in Fort Smith. A tank of lubricating oil in the
“roundhouse” (engine house) exploded, destroying that building. The Midland Valley freight station also burned.
The flames came within 60 feet of the four oil tanks at the Waters Pierce Oil Company before Fort Smith firemen
managed to extinguish them. “Although the tanks were greatly heated, they did not explode.”
- Missouri Pacific ICC valuation map V-8B Ark/S-1a National Archives

In The November 2017 issue of THE ARKANSAS SCRAMBLER...
Midland Valley in Arkansas Part 2. Locomotive roster, historical timeline, timetables, and historic photos leading up until the Missouri Pacific takeover.
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ABMT NRHS CHAPTER MINUTES ̶ SEPTEMBER 21, 2017

Meeting of the Arkansas-Boston Mtn. Chapter of the National Railway Historical Society at the Reilly
McCarren Transportation Museum, A&M Depot, Springdale, AR. Meeting was called to order at 7:05 PM by
the President, Bob Stark. The V-P, Al Kaeppel, was present. 15 members present and one guest, Jimmy
Christenberry.
A long-time member, Ray Toler’s estate has been settled and we have received a bequest with no restrictions
on its use. This is being put in a short-term CD to get better interest than our investment account accrues. The
executive committee is considering alternatives that will be presented to the members in the future. Bob Oswald suggested that we could perhaps lend support to chapters in Houston and Florida impacted by the recent
monster hurricanes.
August minutes were approved. Tom Duggan, Treasurer, was not present. Ken Eddy, the National Representative, said that the summer rail camps went well with good support from Amtrak and reminded us that the
Fall meeting will be in Kansas City October 18-20 and is open to all members for a $40 fee, details on the
NRHS website. The Scrambler has part 2 of an excellent history of the Subiaco RR in its several permutations. Mike Sypult, the editor, needs articles, photos, etc. Dr. Lou Marie plans to contribute. If you have an
article that you need illustrated, Mike has about 200,000 photos, so he just might be able to help you. Chuck
Girard, the membership director, handed out a new roster of members with names and addresses. He is putting
together an electronic version with other information. Mitch Marmel has told the President that the Train
Show will occur in mid-March, venue uncertain. The Springdale Convention Center new management was
unreasonable, charging a non-profit organization sky-high prices more appropriate for a big corporation.
Old Business: The V-P said Frisco Fest was a rousing success with enthusiastic help and 263 children’s certificates issued, among the best we’ve done. The $32 upgrade to connect the laptop to the big TV (VGA converted to HDMI) has been acquired, which is a better way to access the TV. The Roanoke Chapter matching
challenge donation will be sent in November, giving members an opportunity to add to the $500 from the
Chapter funds.
New Business: Mike said the Scr ambler digital files begin in 1987 with a few gaps. Ther e is an indexing app on the NRHS website that can be utilized for free, it just takes time. It’s an opportunity for a volunteer
to make a difference. Bob Bretch said that there will be a “Train, Train, Train” weekend after Thanksgiving.
Children will be able to go to 8 stations to get a ticket punched, which will then be entered in drawings for
train sets. The Passenger Car Assoc. is coming to Springdale in January, they expect 150 people. Brenda is
looking for volunteers to do stuff.
Train Talk: Pr ogr ams: Oct.-Show and Tell(?). Bob Stark talked about a trip with the Bailey Bros to the Corona Museum. Mike Sypult toured the OK City RR Museum, which has located a Frisco steam loco in CA,
will bring it back and restore it. A lady in Paris, AR has located a Subiaco RR loco, 2248, in Grapevine, TX,
and needs help getting it back to Paris. Mike will be going on a mission trip to Israel to get video of Israeli
trains, a program for sure.
Gary McCullah presented photos from his 2016 Colorado vacation.
Malcolm K. Cleaveland
Secretary
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Chapter News

Chapter member John William Hendricks, age 90 of Cumberland, WI, died Wednesday, August 9, 2017 after
a short illness. John was born in Buffalo, MN on February 9, 1927, the son of Louise and William Hendricks.
John taught high school mathematics and coached in Annandale, MN from 1950-1953, and Glencoe, MN from
1953-1968. After retirement in 1984, he was a financial aid consultant in the Twin Cities. In 1995, he and his
wife moved to Bella Vista, AR. John will be greatly missed by his loving family: his wife of 33 years, Gay
Rauch Hendricks; his children (with Wilda Denton-Hendricks) Deborah Hendricks, Rebecca Hendricks (Ted
Key), Bradley Hendricks (Marilyn Pearson Hendricks), and Cynthia Hendricks; his stepchildren Todd Rauch
(Debbie), and Laura Flaherty (Andrew); his granddaughters Sarah Roemer, Elizabeth Roemer, and Rachel
Hendricks-Key; and his step-grandchildren Kyle, Cody, and Austin Rauch; and Myles and Reagan Flaherty.
The family would be grateful for memorials in John's honor to the charity of your choice. Published in Pioneer
Press on Aug. 13, 2017
There will be a memorial service at 2:00PM, Monday, October 16, in Bella Vista at the Bella Vista Community Church.

Jim Gattis photo
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Frisco Fest 2017 in Rogers - Chapter member Mitch Marmel's Lionel layout featuring a string of giraffe cars,
where the giraffes duck under something low.

Frisco Fest 2017 - diorama
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Frisco Fest 2017 in Rogers - Chapter member Malcolm Cleaveland’s Z scale (1:220) layout running a freight and
a passenger train simultaneously.
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MEETINGS: Meetings of the member ship ar e open to the public on the thir d Thur sday of each month
at 7:00pm at the ADA compliant Reilly P. McCarren Railroad Museum at the Arkansas & Missouri Depot located on Emma Avenue in downtown Springdale, Arkansas. Meetings in winter months are not held when the
Springdale public schools are closed due to inclement weather. Visitors are welcome at all chapter meetings.
UPCOMING SPRINGDALE PROGRAMS:
October 19 - Bob Stark – Camden and Amboy Railroad
November 16- Show and Tell
December 21 - Christmas Party
QUESTIONS: Call 479-419-9674 or email us at info@arkrailfan.com
WEBSITE: www.arkrailfan.com
SUBMISSIONS: Send content (ar ticles, stor ies, photos) for the monthly SCRAMBLER newsletter to
Mike Sypult, editor – arkyrail@outlook.com DEADLINE for the next SCRAMBER is the 9th day of each
month.
MEMBERSHIP: Local chapter member ship is $12 per year . Member ship coor dinator for the Ar kansas
-Boston Mountains Chapter is Chuck Girard, 7510 Westminster Place, Fort Smith, AR 72903-4253. Please
make checks payable to ABMT NRHS. Regular membership for the National Railway Historical Society is
$50 per annum and Family Membership is $54 per annum. Please refer to the NRHS website www.nrhs.com
for complete details.
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